Mounting Accessories

Australia’s largest range of mounting accessories is provided by Clipsal to simplify the mounting and connection of electrical accessories (switches, sockets, cable). It also allows installation of electrical accessories to safely comply with relevant wiring standards.

Mounting Brackets, Plates and Clips:

Clipsal’s range of mounting brackets, plates and clips are designed to suit almost every application of building construction. Models are available for timber stud fixing, direct wall board mounting or for direct fastening to brickwork prior to plastering.

Mounting Brackets and Plates shall:

• Be fixed to studs or noggins within stud partitions as per Clipsal 155 Series products
• Shall be manufactured in accordance with AS/NZS3100, AS/NZS3112 and AS/NZS3133
• Shall be manufactured of electro-galvanised sheet metal ranging from 0.9mm to 1.2mm in thickness
• Shall be of adequate size to accept full range of accessories
• Where required, will have recessed mounting centres to suit Clipsal Slimline, Eclipse and Saturn ranges as per Clipsal 155NAR, 155PRM and 154RM.

Metal wall clips shall:

• Be utilised if unable to be fixed to a stud, noggin or masonry. Clipsal 154 Series wall clips are secured to the wall aperture (usually plaster), where the electrical accessory is to be mounted
• Be used if finished wall is already installed.